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How to set up the Jabra SP700 speaker  

For use with Predictable on the iPad. 

 

The Hardware 

 iPad 

 Jabra speaker 

 USB charging cable 

Setting up the speaker and pairing with iPad 

1. The Jabra speaker has an internal rechargeable battery, and needs to be 

charged first. 

2. Connect the speaker to the USB port of the computer to charge the speaker’s 

internal battery.  Open the rubber cover with the USB symbol and insert the 

USB cable. Plug the other end into the computer’s USB port.  The battery icon 

will illuminate RED (shown below)    It is fully charged when the icon is green. 

   

3. Once charged, unplug the cable and the Ipad and speaker can now be paired. 

4. On your iPad make sure the Bluetooth is turned ON and the Jabra speaker is 

turned OFF.  

5. To do this: 
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Go to the settings on your iPad, general tab and then turn Bluetooth “on” 

Note: The new device (Jabra SP700) will appear in your devices list on the iPad.  

Press the ON button on the Jabra speaker as shown in the picture below and hold it down 

until it says ’Pairing mode’(the top section of the speaker acts as a button).  Release the 

button. 

The icon of 2 overlapping circles starts flashing repeatedly. 

 

On the iPad the name Jabra SP700 will appear in the Bluetooth devices list. 

Touch this name and the iPad will commence pairing. 

When paired the iPad list will show “Connected” And the speaker will make a few beeps. 

Return to Predictable and the spoken messages will come from the Jabra speaker. 


